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TAPE HEAD CLEANING
It is extremely important to regularly clean tape heads, capstan and pinch
roller of tape recorder equipment. Regular cleaning will increase the life of
the equipment, protect tapes and enhance the sound quality of recordings
and playbacks. S-721H PROFESSIONAL TAPE HEAD CLEANING FLUID
will remove residual tape oxides, tape adhesives, dirt and other harmful
contaminants that can build up on the tape head and clog the tape head’s
critical gap area.

CS-1 CHAMOIS SWABS

CS-1 COTTON SWABS

WP-1 NON-LINT WIPES

MANUAL CLEANING WITH SWABS
Apply S-721H Cleaning Fluid to a cottons swab (CS-1) and gently clean the tape head, tape guides,
capstan and pinch roller of recording equipment. Do not scrub! S-721H will do the work. For sever tape
oxide build-up, a second application may be necessary. For video heads, only use VS-1 CHAMOIS
SWABS when cleaning. Always follow safety instructions on the bottle. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF
CHILDREN.
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(A) Wind blue ribbon onto one reel; (B) Place the
dropper stem in ﬂuid, squeeze and draw out to
ﬁll 1/4 of bulb; (C) Apply cleaning ﬂuid to blue
band through holes; (D) Apply ﬂuid to felt cleaning
pads; (E) Place cassette cleaning cartridge into
player and engage the play mode for 10 seconds.
Eject after completon.Tightly replace cap on bottle
of cleaning ﬂuid when not in use.
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NEVER UP & DOWN!

Fill bulb 1/4 with S-721H Cleaning Fluid
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(C-912 Replacement
Pad Kit - set of 3 pair)

DEMAGNETIZER
Residual magnetism can build up on the tape head, causing increase signal
noise and loss of ﬁdelity. The D-512 PROFESSIONAL WAND DEMAGNETIZER
generates a strong oscillating magnetic ﬁeld eliminating accumulated residual
magnetism, restoring optimum tape machine performance. In addition, it is also
recommended to demagnetize all metal parts along the tape path including
capstan and guides.
Use only as intended. Should be used by qualiﬁed individual. CAUTION: Risk of
electrical shock! Do not use near water or if wet. Intended for indoor use only.
Use in dry, ventilated area free of excessive dust, humidity, ﬂammable materials,
corrosive fumes and conductive contaminants. For 110-120 volt, 50-60Hz AC use
only. Do not plug into any other power source. Do not operate with missing or
damaged plug or electrical cord. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

INSTRUCTIONS
(a) Plug the cord into the proper 110vAC
power outlet; (b) Place the demagnetizer
tip just next to the tape head
(make sure the red protective
cover is in place);
(c) Slowly rotate the demagnetizer
tip in a circular motion while slowly pulling
away until a distance of 12”. Once complete,
unplug demagnetizer from the power source.

TURNTABLE MATS

VINYL DISC CLEANERS
WET STYLE LP CLEANER with felt brush cleans out
particles from record grooves andd is anti-static.
Includes stylus brush - MODEL: VDC-120

ANTI-STATIC MAT is made from a mix of felt and ﬁne
carbon ﬁbers. Helps to reduce crackling and static
noise. MODEL: VDC-125

CLASSIC DUAL CARBON FIBER BRUSH
cleaner has1,000s of ﬁne bristles to
remove dust and contaminants
from record grooves. Anti-static
as well - MODEL: VDC-101
STYLUS BRUSH
High density, super-ﬁne carbon ﬁber bristles design to remove sticky, hard materials
and ﬁne dust particles from stylus.
Conductive carbon ﬁbers
eliminate static charges.
MODEL: VDC-129
VINYL LP CLAMPS

CORK MAT is 3mm thick with carbon ﬁbers imbedded
for an anti-static surface which reduces noise and dampens vibrations better than
standard rubber mats. Improves overall sound quality. MODEL: VDC-130
SLEEVES
62 Micron RECORD JACKET PROTECTION
SLEEVES - Set of 25 MODEL: VDC-122-025

CLAMP STABILIZER is made from weighted aluminum providing better LP to platter
contact reducing vibrationd shaking. Black anodized ﬁnish. Weighs 16 ounces.
MODEL: VDC-131

50 Micron RICE PAPER LP SLEEVES
Set of 25 - MODEL: VDC-128-25
HEADSHELLS

Standard 4 pin ALUMINUM HEAD SHELL with gold leads.
2 in 1 CLAMP STABILIZER & BUBBLE LEVEL is made from weighted
aluminum providing better LP to platter contact reducing vibration and shaking. Use level to verify
turntable set-up. Clear ﬁnish. Weighs 12 ounces. MODEL: VDC-131

BLACK: VDC-123

SILVER: VDC-124

ACCESSORIES
ALUMINUM 45 ADAPTER

45 RECORD ADAPTER for playing 45 RPM
records on full size turntables. Precision
machined aluminum. MODEL: VDC-133

DIGITAL STYLUS FORCE GAUGE
For more precise
measurement of
stylus vertical t
racking force.
Requires 2 “AAA”
batteries.
MODEL: VDC-134

DISC & SCREEN CLEANING
OPTIKAL KLEENER uses all natural enzymes
for cleaning all types of optics and screens
including CDs, DVDs, Phones, Tablets, TVs,
Cameras and lenses. Non-ﬂammable, nontoxic and does not streak or leave a residue.
Includes optical grade micro ﬁber cleaning cloth that
can be used wet or dry. Large 4 oz spray bottle with
11” x 14” cloth and travel size with 1 oz spray bottle
with 6.5” x 6.5” cloth.
Co2 & NITROGEN DUSTERS
Carbon Dioxide (Co2) and Nitrogen gas
offer superior performance and safety
over chemical aerosol dusters. These
gases are natural, non-ﬂammable, nontoxic and will not leave a residue or
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Set of 3
sizes.
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with gold
leads.
Set of 4.
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VDC-127

TABLET & PHONE MOUNTS

SMART BRACKET consist of precision machined aluminum tablet and phone
mounts with additional brackets and supports for use in photography, ﬁlm,
broadcast, music, education and business. Mounts will not bend, crack, twist or
break apart. Exclusive screw down fastener safely secures device in mount
while large rubber bumpers protects device’s delicate edge. Mounts use the
common 1/4”-20 threading compatible with virtually all types of existing tripods,
stands and supports. Ideal for use by both professionals and enthusiast!
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release harmful vapors. Ideal for use on lens,
screens, CD/DVDs, camera, electronics, computer,
printers, sewing machines, electric razors, air vents,
keyboards, models, tools and other devices. Empty steel
cylinders are 100% recyclable, making it better for the environment.
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